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Act to provide for reconciliation pursuant to 
titles II and V of the concurrent resolution 

on the budget for fiscal year 2018
(PfRPtTIIaVotCRotBfFY2018)

Also known as the: “Tax Cuts and Jobs Act” (TCJA)
Signed into law on December 22nd, 2017



CAUV Reform - Ohio House Bill 49
• Ohio Biennial Budget Bill
• Included language to make certain changes to the Current Ag Use 

Valuation (CAUV) program
– The Tax Commissioner is required to assume that the holding 

period for agricultural land is twenty-five years for computing 
buildup of equity or appreciation with respect to that land.
• This effectively raises the calculated capitalization rate in the 

formula which effectively lowers the calculated CAUV value
– Land enrolled in CRP will be valued at the lowest soil productivity 

level (recoupment is possible if land is taken out of CRP)



CAUV  - Ohio House Bill 49

• Counties undergoing reappraisal or triennial update in 
2017 will see their CAUV values decline by an average 
of ~31% (for taxes due in 2018)

• This does not necessarily mean that property taxes on 
these parcels will decline by this amount
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Bonus Depreciation for 2017
▪ Change effective after 9/27/2017
▪ Increases the bonus depreciation to 100% for

qualified property
▪ Est. new phase-down for years after 2022
▪ TP first year after 9/27/2017, TP can elect 50%

allowance instead of 100%.
▪ Applies to plants bearing fruit or nuts (9/27/17)
▪ May be applied to new or used property



New Measure of Inflation Index
• New measure of inflation index for certain tax brackets and 

thresholds: “chained CPI-U” (C-CPI-U)

• Chained CPI-U generally grows at a slower pace because it takes 
into consideration that consumers substitute between goods in 
response to relative prices.

• For example for FY 2017 ending in December 2017
– CPI-U: 2.1%
– C-CPI-U: 2.0%



Capital Gains Tax Rates
• Capital Gains rates are retained:
• –0%, 15%, and 20%
• –The new law maintains the breakpoints of the old law 

(does not match up with breakpoints of new ordinary 
income tax brackets), but uses the chained CPI-U indexing 
for inflation for tax years after December 31, 2017.

• –2018: 15% breakpoint is $77,200 MFJ ($38,600 S)
20% breakpoint is $479,000 MFJ ($425,800 S)



Corporate Tax
• C-corporation Rate through December 31, 2017



Corporate Tax
• New Tax Law:
• Flat tax at 21% 

– for those in 15% bracket it is an increase of 40%
• C-Corps converting to S-Corps? Implications?

• Corporate AMT is repealed for tax years beginning after 
Dec 31, 2017.



The deduction under IRC Section 199 known as the 
Domestic Production Activities Deduction (DPAD) is 
repealed effective January 1, 2018.
- This deduction was beneficial for Cooperatives and farms 
with employees earning W-2 wages.

Business Provisions



A “pass through deduction” in the amount of 20% is allowed for 
sole proprietors, partners, and S corporation shareholders for 
what is defined as qualified business income from what is 
termed a “qualified trade or business.”
Thus, the deduction is claimed on the individual’s tax returns 

whether an individual itemizes or does not itemize.
The deduction does not reduce gross income in arriving at 

adjusted gross income.
 Instead, it reduces taxable income and is 20% of “qualifying 

business income.”

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction –
New IRC Section 199A Deduction



• Income from Pass-Through Entities (Business Entities)
• For tax years beginning after December 31, 2017 and 

before January 1, 2026
• IRC Sec. 199A “Qualified Business Income” (QBI), S-

corp, LLC, sole proprietor is allowed to generally deduct 
20% of QBI (farm profit)

Income from Pass-Through Entities



New Section 199A Deduction Cooperatives Controversy 
In the run-up to completing the new tax law, some in Congress worked to offer a counter
tax deduction for grain cooperatives. The new provision on "qualified cooperative
dividends" from cooperatives was written to benefit not just any patronage dividend, but
also any "per unit retain allocation." That translated into any amount paid to patrons for
products sold for them. The language also broadens out further into any revenue from a
farmer cooperative "that is includible in gross income." The tax break amounts to 20% of
all income that comes from those dividends or sales from a farmer cooperative.
The language is extremely broad….broader than what was intended including any payment a 
cooperative gives to a farmer.
If Congress had limited the provision strictly to patronage dividends, then it would be a
much smaller issue. And after the implications were discovered, Sens. John Hoeven, R-N.D., and 
John Thune, R-S.D., began working with groups representing farmer cooperatives and grain 
companies to correct the language in the new Law.
DTN



The deduction can be claimed regardless whether one 
itemizes or does not. 
The deduction, as mentioned before, is based upon the 

qualifying business income from a qualified trade or 
business. 
Thus, the calculation of the deduction is primarily based 

upon the definitions of what constitutes a qualified trade 
or business and what constitutes qualifying business 
income. 

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Continued



There are numerous limitations and prohibitions such as:
I. The term “qualified trade or business” for which the 

deduction is allowed is any trade or business EXCEPT:
A specified service trade or business such as one that performs 

services in the health, law, consulting, athletics, financial 
services, brokerage services, accounting, or any trade or 
business where the principal asset is the reputation or skill of 
one or more of its employees or owners. 

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Continued



Essentially, all personal service businesses are excluded 
from the allowance of the deduction with the exception of 
engineering and architectural services which are excluded 
from the prohibitive definition of specified trade or 
business.

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Continued



I. For individuals with taxable income of less than 
$157,000 for single filers and $315,000 for joint filers.

I. The deductible amount for EACH qualified trade or business 
is 20% of the taxpayers qualified business income with 
respect to each trade or business

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Eligibility



I. Once the threshold amounts of $157,000 and $315,000 
are reached, a limitation on the deduction is phased in 
over a range of $50,000 for single filers and $100,000 
for joint filers.

I. The greater of 50% of the W-2 wages with respect to the 
trade or business or the sum of 25% of the W-2 wages with 
respect to the trade or business and 2.5% of the unadjusted 
basis immediately after acquisition of all qualified property. 

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Eligibility



I. For example, say you have $1,000,000 of qualified 
business income and you’re potentially entitled to a 
$200,000 deduction but you exceed the threshold.                 
If your business’s wages equal $300,000 and you hold 
no depreciable property, you can only deduct $150,000 
because 50% of $300,000 equals $150,000.

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Eligibility



Qualified business income is defined as income, gain, 
deduction, and loss only to the extent they are connected 
with the conduct of a trade or business within the United 
States. 

I. It does not include any amount paid by an S corporation 
that is treated as reasonable compensation of the 
taxpayer. 

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Continued



II. It does not include any guaranteed payments in the 
case of a partnership nor does it include any amounts 
paid or incurred by a partnership to a partner who is 
acting other than in his or her capacity as a partner for 
services. 

The determination of what constitutes qualified income, 
gain, deduction, and loss takes into account these items 
only to the extent included or allowed in the determination 
of taxable income for the year. 

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Continued



The W-2 “wage limitation”:
It is based upon the amount of wages paid that or 

reported on the form W-2 or the W-2 wages paid plus a 
factor for capital. 
W-2 wages are defined as total compensation subject to 

wage withholding, elective deferrals, and deferred 
compensation paid by the qualified trade or business
Delinquent wage filings are not eligible

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Continued



As previously discussed, the W-2 wage limitation on the 
deduction is based upon W-2 wages paid or W-2 wages 
paid plus a capital element. 
The limitation is PHASED IN ABOVE a threshold amount 

of taxable income which is the greater of:
I. 50% of W-2 wages paid by the farm or
II. The sum of 25% of the W-2 wages paid by the farm plus 

2.5% of the unadjusted basis, immediately after 
acquisition, of all qualified property. 

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Continued



Qualified property is defined as including tangible property 
of a character subject to depreciation that is held by, AND 
available for use at the close of the taxable year. 
Property that is sold is not taken into account in 

determining the limitation.
The new law requires the IRS to provide guidance on 

applying the limitation in the case of short tax years that 
include acquisitions, disposes, etc. of assets. 

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Continued



The IRS is also to provide guidance on application of the 
rules in instances involving the acquisition of property 
from a related party, sale-leaseback, anti-abuse rules, the 
limitation on W-2 wages and capital, determining the 
unadjusted basis immediately after acquisition of qualified 
property acquired in like-kind exchanges as well as 
involuntary conversions.

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Continued



Again, the limitation based upon the form W-2 wages 
phases in for a taxpayer with taxable income in excess of 
$315,000 for joint filers and $157,500 for all other filers.
These amounts will be indexed for inflation.

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Continued



Qualified Items of Income, Deduction, and Loss For 
Purposes of Computing the Deduction DO NOT 

Include:
1. Any amount taken into account in computing a net long-

term capital gain or net long-term capital loss.
2. Dividends, income equivalent to a dividend, or payments 

in lieu of dividends.
3. Interest income OTHER than that which is properly 

allocable to a trade or business. 

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Continued



4. Excess of gain over loss from commodities transactions 
other than the amounts incurred in the normal course of the 
trade or business with or with respect to stock in trade or 
business, property used in the trade or business, or supplies 
regularly used or consumed in the trade or business.

5. Excess of foreign currency gains over foreign currency 
losses other than a business activity.

6. Net income from notational principle contracts other than 
clearly identified hedging transactions. 

7. Amounts received from an annuity that is not used in the 
trade or business of the business activity. 

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Continued



Qualified Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) income, 
cooperative dividends, and publicly traded partnership 
income are allowed the deduction with certain limitations 
and resulting restrictions.
Trust and estates as well as agricultural and horticultural 

cooperatives are allowed the deduction with certain 
limitations. 

Business Provisions – Pass Through Deduction - Continued



Regarding meals, entertainment, and related deductions:
I. No deductions are allowed for an activity generally 

considered to be amusement, entertainment, or 
recreation. 

II. No deductions are allowed for membership dues with 
respect to any club organized for business, pleasure, 
recreation, or other social purposes.

Business Provisions



III. No deductions are allowed for expenditures related to a 
facility in connection with any of the above items. 

IV. No deductions are allowed for any expenditures incurred for 
providing any qualified transportation except as it is 
necessary for ensuring the safety of an employee.

V. No deductions are allowed for any expenses incurred or for 
any payments or reimbursements related to the commuting 
between the employee’s residence and place of 
employment. 

Business Provisions



VI. The 50% limitation on the deduction of meals is now to 
be applied to all expenses that an employer incurs that 
are related to the provision of food and beverages 
through an eating facility that meets the current 
requirements of being classified as a de minimis fringe 
benefit and for the convenience of the employer.

Business Provisions





Where to from here?
• A “Technical Corrections Bill” is already in the works to 

address issues that emerged from the passage of the 
“Tax Cuts and Jobs Act”.

• The Treasury Department must issue rules and 
regulations pertinent to the new tax law, which are 
forthcoming.

• IRS will be gearing up…but they, too, are adjusting to a 
“new reality” as of December 22, 2017.
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